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Production and Decay Systematics
*t

of the.A, Resonance

EDMOND L. BERGER
High Energy Physics Division
Argonne Nat ional Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

I ̂ present a brief summary of the main points of a detailed

study of diffractive production of resonance system^ undertaken

recently in collaboration with J,-L. Basdevant. /Although-I

concentrate here on the A, system, my remarks are generalized

readily to other diffractive reactions such as irp -*• "Aq"p ,

pp •*• "N*(1400) "p , and Kp + "Q"p .

A quick glance at tables of stl(i) coefficients suggests

that the main decay channels for the A» av pTr and K*K , both
2 *—

in the S wave. The K K decay channel has been ignored until

now, presumably because its threshold is relatively high, about

1.38 GeV. However, if the A-ĵ  mass is also "high", and if the

A^ is broad, the sudden opening of an S wave inelastic channel

could have significant consequences for the behavior of the

*Wbrk performed under the auspices of the United'States Energy
Research and Development Administration,

+To be published in the proceedings of the V t n International
Conference on Experimental Meson Spectroscopy, Boston, 1977.
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phase of the JP.« it pir amplitude, This is indeed what transpires

in our coupled channel calculation, and w& conclude that the

K*K channel helps to.,-.explain why the phase' of the j • 1 pn

amplitude is observed to vary slowly with M , unlike the rapid

behavior expected of a one-channel Breit-Wigner A, amplitude.

To analyze the diffractive A^ data, we must first devise

a formalism for understanding resonance scattering in a situation

in which a substantial non-resonant background is present in the

same partial wave as the resonance. Indeed, it is well known. .

that the Deck model provides a large non-resonant peak in the

A^ mass region, reproducing the spin and helicity properties

bbserved experimentally, as well as the important mass-slope

correlation seen in the experimental production momentum transfer

(t) distribution for the J - 1 cross-section,. .

The procedure we follow is to write unitary analytic

J = 1 partial wave amplitudes for the coupled reactions

wp •+ CP*H)P and 7rp •*• (K*R)p , These amplitudes are functions of

the mass M of the pv and,K*K systems. We derive the amplitudes

from a straightforward dispersion relation (Cauchy integral), -

using as input the known nearby singularity structure (in M*) of

the amplitudes. These singularities; are 1) a precisely known left-

hand cut [M-m^] discontinuity, provided by our Deck production

model; and 2) a right-hand [M- (m-tan^)] unitarity discontinuity

which is expressed in terms of the parameters of the 2-«-»-2 S matrix

for the coupled channel scattering PTT*-*-PTT , K*1&-->-K*ST , and

K*K-*-*-(>tr,. , ̂This partial wave S matrix is the "unknown" of the

problem. It is the, structure of this 2-*~*2 S matrix which-we v
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attempt to extract from the diffractive data in order to decide

whether the A, system resonates. We parametrize the S matrix

theoretically and then seek to determine the parameters by

comparing- our analytic unitary partial wave amplitudes with the
3 • ' ' • "

diffractive data. For technical convenience, we use a K ••

matrix formalism to express the S matrix. Our S matrix allows

for the existence of an A, resonance as well as for its absence/

depending upon the values of the parameters. Note that the Deck

background, is incorporated explicitly in our amplitudes.

In comparing with experimental results, we seek to re-

produce the magnitude and variation of the.phase <ji(l+) of the

Jp = l S wave pir amplitude observed at 40 GeV/c .,• the width and

location of the peak seen in the Jr * 1 part of the pir mass
3distribution da/dM, and the absolute normalization of the data,

We obtained several acceptable solutions. While not un-

equivocally required, an A^ resonance seems to us strongly

indicated, by the data, Viewed within our framework, both the

magnitude of the phase *(1+) [ it is near 90° at M * 1,3 GeV ] and

the structure seen in da/dM [ its precipitous decrease between

11=1,2 and 1,5 GeV J are indicative of the resonance. One or the

other could be fitted without an A, resonance, but together they

are very ".distraining. Averaging over a spectrum of decent

solutions, we find that the resonance mass is MA = 1.30 + 0.15 GeV,
Al

and its width is r- 400 ± 100 MeV, These parameters are deter-

mined from the location of the pole on the second sheet. The

ratio of coupling strengths gp77g *- - & predicted by*SU(3) s

is consistent with the data, •""••'
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Curves obtained from brie of our solutions are presented

in Fig.l and compared with data. For this particular solution,
. . ' • • " • . • ' : • ' ' " . - • : ' • ' • • : . • •':' - ' ': '• • '

MA * 1.2 GeV and r^ 400 MeV. The fit is excellent. There, are
1 ' • M - V V • • • • • - • • • • • • '

 / v
 • • ' • • • • ' -

seven free parameters, six of which are involved in the para-

metrization of the 2**2 S matrix described above. The seventh

. parameter, a , controls the amount of "direct production" of .

the A, resonance. In all of our solutions, direct production

' is negligible. Thus, the A, is observed in the data primarily

as a final state interaction correction to the Deck production

mechanism. . « •

The peak observed in Fig.1(a) is not the resonance. Rather

it is largely the Deck background, enhanced and sharpened by

final state rescattering. The A, resonance line shape could

be seen in heavy meson (or lepton) decay, or in neutrino induced

reactions. According to our model, the A-, would then show up

as a broad (400 MeV wide) featureless enhancement. In Figs. l(b)

and l(c)^,a cusp is clearly visible in the theoretical phase

of the pir system at the K*̂ K threshold. After the opening of

the K*K channel, the phase ceases to grow and, in this

particular solution, remains quite stable. Note that the

. A^ - A, phase difference is well reproduced in Fig.l(d). In

Fig.l(e), we present our expectations for the mass dependence

of the 1*1, J P C* I** intensity in wp •*• (K*lDp at high energy.

The final result is sharpened and enhanced considerably with
t, * •• , . - • • • . , . • • • •

respect to.the non-resonant Deck background. Data on the

: i« 1,JP- 1^ K ^ system w6uld be helpful to us both in further

refining . the parameters of the A^ resonance as well as in

establishing the proportion of^direct production.
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Our approach co the A, problem is philosophically similar

to that adopted by those who extract the ten and KK phase shifts

(i.e. S matrix parameters) from a study of vv and KK scattering

data, beginning with a coupled channel formalism. However, the

production mechanisms are very different in the A* and (ffir,KK~)

cases. Our present conclusions regarding the A, are based on

the CERN-IHEP sample of 43K diffractive events. More definite

conclusions await pir and K*K diffractive data of considerably

greater statistical precision. Data from charge exchange pro-

duction processes will also be illuminating. A critical

issue is the relative phase between the A£ and A, amplitudes

in charge exchange (or hypercharge exchange) processes. Our

Fig,l(c) suggests that this difference should be near 15° at the

A2 mass, if p exchange dominates the production of both states.

Further details may be found in Ref,1 .
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1 One of the fits to the A^ region described in Ref.l.

Data points in (a) are taken from Ref.3. The points^
• " ••• ~ p - i - • • ' • • ••• •••

for the absolute phase of the J » 1 S wave amplitude

in (b) are reconstructed from the experimental phase

' difference <J»(2+> -<K1 +), as described in Ref.l. ^
- p + ' • ' . . . " . ' . • . ' • • • • • • • •

a) Mass spectrum of the J « 1 S wave pir cross section ,

from irp •* (pir)pi at 40 GeV/c, The solid line is the ,

solution E of Ref.l, integrated over the range

|tj «0.1 to 0.3 GeV2, with a* 0.48... The dashed

curve is obtained by setting a'*0.—i,e, no direct

production of the resonance, ••"'.'

b) The phase b£ our 1 S wave pir amplitude in irp-̂  (pf)p.

The solid line corresponds to a ̂ 0,48, and the dashed

line to a*0 (no direct production), The dotted

data points are obtained by shifting the solid data

points down by 10°, under the assumption of a 10°

difference in the production phases -, of the 2 and

1 waves,

c) The phase shift and Cinset) inelasticity parameters of

* the pis + pit S wave amplitude as computed from our model,

. d) The phase difference <j>C2 ) -<J»C1 ) for irp •* CpT")p com-

puted from our model is compared with the data from

'"'' , Ref,3,, Here a^Q, and the difference' of the production

phases of the 2 and 1 waves has been assumed to be 10°,
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e) The J u»l , 1-1 differential cross~section

da/dt, dM at t, - 0 for K K production in ir"p + (K °K~)p.

The solid line is solution E of Ref. 1 with a* 0,48 ,

whereas the dashed curve is obtained by setting a s 0

(no direct production). The dotted curve in the

pure Deck background without unitarity corrections.
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